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Assignment 10 

MINIMALISM

It is a style or trend that uses a reduced amount of
design elements to convey the message of simplicity
while creating the maximum effect.

Using essential and simple components to design a
space, elements without decoration, simple
materials and the repetitions of structures represent
a sense of order, essential quality in a minimalistic
design.

Minimalist design was influenced by:

• The De Stijl art movement.

• Architects like Van Der Rohe, and

• Traditional Japanese design.
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CORBEL

A corbel is a solid piece of material that helps
support weight and also work as a decorative
element on a kitchen. It is also a structural
piece of stone, wood or metal jutting from a
wall to hold heavy weight.

In architecture, a bracket or shoulder set in a
wall to carry a beam. The corbel was also
adapted for use in interiors and on furniture; it
was popular in Renaissance designs.

Corbels can be made of wood and Metal; wood
Corbels are not only admired for their beauty and
artistic design but also for the strength and
durability that is engineered into each corbel,
making them a perfect combination between
aesthetic and function.

Metal corbels are simple yet elegant perfect for
cabinets, bars, mantles, or even shelving The
thoughtful inclusion of metal adds sophistication,
style and exceptional character to cabinet work
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BUTLER SINK
The Butler sinks are a type of deep, large rectangular kitchen sinks,
ceramic sink with a rounded rim which is set into a work surface; This
sinks are often the choice for people looking for a traditional or
country style kitchen. In the late 17th Century, two very popular and
revolutionary butler sinks became popular; The London sink and the
Belfast sink. Each of these sinks were appropriately named after the
cities where their use was permitted by the sanitation officers. The
Belfast apron front sink had a larger basin and the London apron front
sink was smaller in depth and had no overflow. Toward the end of the
19th Century, the French Farmhouse sink, with its broad apron front,
began to gain popularity for its strength and utilitarian value.



Assignment 10 WHIRLPOOL’S GREEN ECO SYSTEM KITCHEN

Whirlpool came out with their new Green Kitchen Eco-system prototype an
intelligent system not only that saves time, but saves energy and money as well.
The eco-system features at dishwasher, refrigerator, stove, and oven. There is an
induction cooker that conserves the dispersion of heat and calculates the exact
amount of water needed for cooking. A kitchen that has all in one alternative to
your average kitchen.

The Green Kitchen features a integrated monitors
that help you track energy consumption, costs,
and even schedule tasks to be done, such as
dishwashing. The innovative kitchen console
features interconnecting appliances in an efficient,
futuristic workspace to help save energy,
resources and time.
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FEDERATION STYLE IN ARCHITECTURE

Some decorative features are gables and motifs that adorn the exterior of properties.
Leadlight windows are also a common feature of the Federation style house. Roofs
were made of terracotta tiles with detailed fretwork in the roof gables and windows as
a result, Federation houses are often very picturesque and eye catching. Many houses
had a sunrise motif in the front gable as a sign of the dawning of a new century.

The federation architecture is an Australian architectural style that was prevalent from around 1890 to 1915. The name
came from the Federation of Australia on January 1st, 1901; time when the Australian colonies collectively became the
Commonwealth of Australia. The architectural style had antecedents is the Queen Anne Style of England and shingle style
of the Eastern United States.
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FRENCH PROVINCE STYLE IN INTERIORS

Interior French design typically classic and with an elegant look; It can be over opulent and dramatic. The designs
generally consist of stunning and beautiful furnishings with curved lines and carved legs and luxurious fabrics. French
interiors have a great amount of accents and details like chandeliers, antique rugs, wall paper and elaborated kitchens
with corbels and mantles.
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The Kitchen on the photo has an English Traditional country style.
There are some overhead cupboards left open displaying plate
ware and a combination of rustic wood, glass and mesh cabinet
doors throughout. Handles are made of wrought iron. British
kitchens have a high level of craftsmanship and manual work
involved. We can see antique china décor displayed on top of the
wall cabinets and also on the open plate display rack and that is
part of an English country kitchen style.

On a British Country Kitchens is common to display copper pots, old pitchers, collections of teapots, cups and
saucers or antique kitchen utensils on open shelves or cabinets and that is something we can also appreciate on
this image. Popular cabinet styles in a English country kitchen include the standard raised panel or beaded flat
panel cabinet doors with a simple frame. We can appreciate the beaded detail on the sides of the cabinets next to
the stove and also as back panels on the back of the open shelve cabinet with cubbies.



Assignment 10 BRITISH COUNTRY KITCHEN

English Country kitchens are adorned with faded floral
pattern, line or even muslin style. The windows are
decorated using flower bouquets or even a series of terra
cotta potted plants. The focus in the country kitchen should
deliver the saint nice feel, using the oil rubbed bronze
banish will give the feeling of the English country kitchen.

French Provincial kitchens are kept traditional with
ornate and detailed cabinetry, featuring carvings and
corbels. They tend to be large, luxurious and chef
ready, and often have stone or ceramic tiles. Tiled
back splash in French Provincial kitchens are kept
traditional, usually featuring stone or ceramic tiles.

French Provincial Kitchens usually have Dark marble
benchtops paired with a vintage stove and elegant
light fixtures like chandeliers.

FRENCH PROVINCIAL KITCHEN
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Who said “Less is More” Architect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe is the one who popularized the term “less is more”,
which is one of the unofficial mission statements for minimalist design. The term
describes his aesthetic tactic of arranging the necessary components of a building to
create an impression of extreme simplicity.
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe was a German architect who’s considered a pioneer of
modern architecture, and his architectural style during post World War I laid the
groundwork for minimalist design. He designed many landmark buildings, including
Chicago’s Crown Hall and New York’s Seagram Building
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HAMPTON STYLE 

KITCHEN

Hamptons Kitchen style is coastal and casual, yet
elegant and refined. Inspired by a group of villages
called The Hamptons on Long Island, New York.

These kitchens also gracefully combine vintage and
modern. This kitchen hallmarks all the classic Hamptons
elements like the beautifully detailed white cabinetry,
large island and subway tiles to the dark floors, pendant
lights and glass doors on the upper cabinets.

White is the perfect choice for this style of kitchen, and
is loved for its light and reflective quality. This kitchen
showcases white in the cabinetry with old fashioned bin
type pulls with large sized stainless appliances.

The appealing part in this country stylish kitchen is the
contrast between the dark floors, the white cabinetry,
dark soapstone countertops and white subway tiles.

The movie Something’s Gotta
Give with Jack Nicholson and
Diane Keaton, features a
Hamptons Kitchen style. The
movie is responsible for starting
a trend that swept through the
states.
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